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Editor's Choice the desert research Kumtag compiled and published a monograph. the science
reveals the formation and evolution of desert and sand movement law. contribute to the
formulation of scientific of reasonable sand prevention and control strategy; ecological and
economic partitioning scheme is developed to provide a positive. rational development and
utilization of resources. natural and cultural protection as well as regional sustainable development
countermeasures and suggestions on the protection Dunhuang oasis and Mogao culture important
value. This achievement reflects the new generation of desert science people with courage. not
afraid of hard. scientific spirit of collaboration to explore the mysteries of nature. I believe that the
publication of this monograph will contribute to a comprehensive understanding of the desert
Kumtag. Hope that a new generation of desert science and further enhance penetration of
interdisciplinary integration...
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ReviewsReviews

It is fantastic and great. It usually will not charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Modesto Ma nte-- Modesto Ma nte

This book is really gripping and fascinating. I really could comprehended almost everything using this published e book. I am just very easily can get a
delight of reading a published publication.
-- K a iley Pa cocha-- K a iley Pa cocha
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